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What and how big is the solar system? Allow your child to find out the answers to these questions

though the use of this very interactive and informative book. In the following pages, you will find

pictures that come complete with colors and as few texts as possible just to encourage reading. Buy

a copy of this book today!
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This is a book in a series of books that I got for my six year old. My kids love science and I try to

read to them during the sporting events instead of them playing video games. The books in this

series have wonderful pictures along with little facts that go along with them. The words are easy for

readers that have been reading for a couple of years but if your child is too young for that this book

is great to read to them! The book is written in plan terms that kids can understand. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s a

great way to introduce science facts to kids. Each book in this series introduced one particular

aspect of science and portrays it in a way that makes kids want to learn more. I plan on

recommending this series for the pre-K teacher at my sonsÃ¢Â€Â™ school who loves to introduce

the kids to science.The photos are amazing! While I read the book to my kids it was very easy to get



lost in the pictures and wondering what it would be like to see them in real life. The facts were great

and my kids learned a lot from it but the pictures were what make this book exceptional. I would

recommend this book to anyone with kids. If you kids are too young to listen to the book being read

let them look at the pictures. They are so vivid you can almost imagine yourself there!I received this

book at a free or reduced price in exchange for providing an honest and unbiased review.Â Solar

System for Kids : The Sun and Moon: Universe for Kids (Children's Astronomy & Space Books)

The book Ã¢Â€ÂœSolar System for Kids: The Sun and MoonÃ¢Â€Â• is one of the books in a series

of educational books written by Professor Baby and published by Speedy Publishing. This book,

which is a part of the Ã¢Â€ÂœChildren's Astronomy & Space BooksÃ¢Â€Â• series, provides children

with a chance to learn about astronomy in a fun and exciting way. These books are filled with

exceptional photographs and content geared towards capturing a child's attention span. Easy and

fun to read! These books are excellent for use in the classroom or at home. Excellent tool to help

children not only learn about astronomy, but it helps to encourage them to read as well.This colorful

short book provides children with a brief overview on the the two objects in the solar system that

influence Earth the most. Beautiful, detailed, colored photos along with age appropriate descriptions

and fun facts about what the sun is, what it's made of, and how old it is, how long the moon takes to

orbit the Earth and the temperature of the moon can all be found in this book.These books are great

conversation starters for children. The beautiful pictures open up a dialogue for children to express

what they see and what they understand by looking at the photographs. Finally, a good tip for

parents- these books are great for bedtime! Quick and easy to read, while also providing a little

education to your child.I viewed the Kindle version of this book. I was able to successfully download

and open the book with my Kindle App with no problems or difficulty. I received this book at a

discount in exchange for my honest review. I havenÃ¢Â€Â™t received any kind of compensation

and I am not required to give a good review. I am also not associated with the seller or publisher in

any way. If my review was helpful to you, please vote Ã¢Â€ÂœYesÃ¢Â€Â• below.

The pictures in this book are awesome! The format for this book is similar to most of the Baby

Professor books in this series which have a picture with a paragraph and facts on one page. Then

the next page is just a photo. It would have been very simple to either add additional information

about the attraction or better yet, have an entire different attraction and description on that page.

I've come to realize that these Baby Professor books usually have something that could easily make

them better, but so many of these books are offered for free and the pictures really are amazing, so



it's tough to complain.There are about 200 books in this ebook series that are offered in the kindle

store for either free or for .99Ã‚Â¢. You can't really go wrong with the books offered for free. There

is a variety of subjects covered and most of the books follow about the same format. You can take a

peek inside the books by clicking "Look Inside" and this is pretty much what you get in each

book.Anyway, overall, I do like theses books for their wonderful pictures. It would be nice if the

books went into more detail but they are very basic books that I hope will get my kids interested in

finding more about each subject.I plan on keeping these books on my iPad for down time for my

kids when they get bored waiting different places like the doctors office or practice for a sibling. I

sometimes watch a friends 3 year old daughter and she likes to look through the pictures on my

phone. I plan on showing her these books to keep her entertained. I think she will love them.***** I

received this ebook for free in exchange for my honest review. *****

This is an excellent ebook for kids! As a teacher of elementary students, I would love to incorporate

this ebook into a small group activity where I present a main idea or topic to the whole class and

then they break up in small groups and discover more material on their own. My mind was

continuously racing as I read through this book thinking of different projects I could make on this

topic. It is the perfect age group to let them use a kindle to explore and what a better way to do so

than with this ebook! I will totally let other teachers know of this opportunity and will keep this seller

in mind with other ebooks available. I received this product free for reviewing purposes, however my

opinions are all my own.

The Solar System for Kids: The Sun and Moon is an excellent starter book for an emergent reader.

Beautiful pictures accentuate the text. The text is not too overwhelming, only a couple of sentences

of information for every other page, the opposite page is the aforementioned pictures. Quite a short

book, only around 14 pages of story with a few copyright and heading pages.I received this book at

a discount for my honest review, I was not compensated in any way except to add another Baby

Professor book to our growing library.
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